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**Abstract**

The outward migration of skilled migrants has disproportionately affected the Global South, particularly in countries in Africa, producing what is commonly referred to as ‘brain drain’. Within this literature, there has been considerable focus on the future migration intentions of international students, who symbolise skilled migration. However, much previous literature assumes international education must be obtained through physical mobility, despite the growing provision of internationalisation at a distance, whereby students remain ‘at home’ while studying online or distantly from an institution based ‘abroad’. This study has unravelled the future migration intentions of students studying through online distance education, using a questionnaire of 607 South African, Namibian, and Zimbabwean students in relation to four sets of factors: academic and social adjustment, educational and work experience, socio-economic variables, and individual demographic characteristics. Our findings indicate a complex picture of international distance students’ future migration intentions and significant differences between students based on country of origin, socioeconomic status, and demographic variables. These findings have particular relevance following the increasing shifts to online distance learning following the COVID-19 pandemic.

**Introduction**

There is a high outflow rate of skilled people from many parts of Africa, leading to skills shortages (Maharaj, 2014). These outflows have been called ‘brain drain’ because of their impacts on service provision (Dovlo, 2004), income inequalities (Mountford & Rapoport, 2011), and future development (Maharaj, 2014). There have been attempts to stem this outflow early in the pipeline, for example by understanding and influencing the migration intentions of higher education students who have acquired needed skills (George & Reardon, 2013).
The massification of university-attending demographic cohorts alongside shortage of institutional provisions in many countries has meant that many young people travel abroad for education (Darvas et al., 2017). In these cases, educational migration may be seen as a step on the journey to permanent migration (McGill, 2018), either in the country of study or to enable onward mobility (Alberts & Hazen, 2005). Students’ desire for international education has been seen by some to counter the needs of the origin country for ‘capacity building’, thus satisfying the need for qualified human resources (Crush & Pendleton, 2012).

One alternative to mobility is the rising use of international distance education, where students take courses and complete degrees online and/or through blended learning models (Qayyum & Zawacki-Richter, 2019). These students undertake ‘internationalisation at a distance’, a form of education offered “across borders where students, their respective staff, and institutional provisions are separated by geographical distance and supported by technology” (Mittelmeier et al., 2021). Although there are no systematic global data about the number of students who study via internationalisation at a distance, there is evidence of its rising trend. This is particularly through the development of open universities around the world (see, for example: Tait, 2018), borrowing from the model of The Open University in the UK, which currently enrolls over 175,000 online student. On the African continent, South Africa is an important regional hub for international distance education, particularly through the University of South Africa, which has over 380,000 online students enrolled, with around 29,000 international students based in 90 countries. With the increasing use of online learning during the COVID-19 pandemic, it is also likely that online distance education may play a more significant role in the international education sphere moving forward.

However, there is limited knowledge about international distance students’ future migration intentions. On the one hand, international distance education may replace educational migration by providing access to high quality education from abroad without needing to be physically mobile. On the other hand, international distance education might enhance an individual’s perceived ability to migrate by offering a portable qualification without the associated costs of being an international student migrant. This paper addresses this gap through an exploration of future migration intentions of 607 international students in one of the world’s largest distance education institutions, the University of South Africa (UNISA). We also consider the personal, educational and economic factors that influence the future migration intentions of distance education students, building on previous research in face-to-face learning contexts (e.g., Dziwornu et al., 2016; Toma & Villares-Varela, 2019). In response to arguments that educational migration leads to brain drain, this study explores the
degree to which distance education similarly serves as a perceived catalyst for students’ future international migration intentions.

**Brain drain and student migration intentions**

‘Brain drain’, the outflow of skilled personnel from one place to another, has been seen as a pivotal ethical issue in international migration. Although certainly not limited to the Global South (see, for example: Zuk et al., 2019), much focus has been placed on discourses about the Global North extracting valuable human capital from the Global South (Raghuram, 2009). Although these effects may be mitigated by the long-term knowledge exchange or economic remittances (Docquier & Rapoport, 2012), the continued loss of skilled people remains a concern (Capuano & Marfouk, 2013). Moreover, migration from the Global South is diversifying, leading to increased South-South ‘brain drain’ from low-income countries to middle-income countries (Yuan, 2019).

Within this topic, international students have been the focus of much research (Toma & Villares-Varela, 2019), as students are viewed as incipient skilled workers and, thus, valuable to their home economies. Studies on future migration intentions of students from African countries tend to focus on students moving from Africa to other continents, particularly Europe and North America (Alberts & Hazen, 2005; Hyams-Ssekasi, 2012), although regional intra-continental student migration is increasing in volume and significance with the emergence of regional hubs such as South Africa (Lee & Sehoole, 2015), which hosts over 45,000 international students, primarily from other countries in Africa (OECD, 2021).

While there is a clear link between international study and migration (e.g., OECD, 2021), students’ decisions to migrate for or after studying is complex and often personal (Paile & Fatoki, 2014). Psychological research focusing on stress and adaptation have used quantitative measures and surveys to predict students’ migration intentions (Li, Olson, & Hanson Frieze, 2013). These studies point to the adjustment experiences of international students during their study abroad period, although research has identified mixed response. For example, some have argued that international students who are better adjusted are more likely to consider more permanent migration in their host country (Dziwornu et al., 2016). In contrast, others contend that student adjustment reflects the achievement of initial migration goals and can, thus, lead to return to their home country (Gu & Schweisfurth, 2015).
Other research has considered how various socioeconomic and demographic variables influence future migration intentions. Key influencing elements include social networks (Manchin & Orazbayev, 2018), transnational attachments (Geddie, 2013), gender differentiated familial pressures (King & Sondhi, 2018), and previous family (Ivlevs & King, 2012) or individual (Tyson, 2018) migration experiences. Demographic variables such as gender (Akl et al., 2008), age (Lu et al., 2009) or marital status (Gubhaju & De Jong, 2009) have similarly been identified as influencing migration intentions. Sector-based studies have also considered specific labour-market elements through the lens of push-pull factors (Nguyen et al., 2008). For example, students studying particular fields, such as medicine (Burch et al., 2011) may have greater migration intentions.

Within this, it is also worth reflecting that intentions to migrate do not necessarily materialise into followed-through plans. However, Williams et al. (2018) outline that a strong percentage of students who have intentions to migrate do have formulated strategic plans for doing so, which may or may not be impeded by existing structural barriers. Chort (2014) also highlights the value of reflecting on intentions not as future predictions of behaviour, but as a means for understanding realised future possibilities. In this regard, there is a limited understanding of the extent to which international distance education might act as an impetus for realised potentials of physical migration.

Within the literature on students’ post-study migration intentions, there is often an assumed dichotomy of their current migration status as either ‘international student’ (i.e. physically and internationally mobile) or ‘home student’ (i.e. remaining within their own country). This dichotomy is disrupted by the rising use of international distance education, which we turn our attention to next.

Migration intentions and international distance education

In recent decades, there has been a growing prevalence of internationalisation at a distance, defined as students remaining within their own country, but studying from an institution based abroad through online and/or distance provisions (Mittelmeier et al., 2021). This trend is projected to increase as more higher education institutions shift to online learning models following the COVID-19 pandemic, during which time online learning has been called a ‘panacea in a time of crisis’ (Dhawan, 2020, p. 6). However, at present, there are no systematic data collected about the number of students who study through international distance education.

Research about international students tends to focus on their physical migration – the movement from one country to another country for the purpose of study. For example, a common
definition of international students is that they ‘typically hold a non-resident visa status’ (Migration Data Portal, 2021), thereby implying migration. Defining international students along a strict home-international dichotomy has been previously critiqued in face-to-face contexts (Jones, 2017), and we argue that these criticism become even more problematic in internationalisation at a distance settings. Such contexts outline a significant grey area: students remain ‘at home’ while simultaneously learning from ‘abroad’ (Mittelmeier et al., 2021). Thus, there is limited understanding of who ‘counts’ as an international student in international distance education, although we have opted to define them according to their current country being outside that of their enrolled university.

Previous research has suggested that international distance education may serve as an impetus not to migrate, as students are able to gain the perceived benefits of an international education without leaving home (Mittelmeier et al., 2019). However, this notion remains unexplored in the literature, which has predominantly focused on more ‘traditional’ definitions of face-to-face international education. As such, major questions remain about international distance education students’ future migration intentions and the extent to which distance education might mitigate or exacerbate existing concerns about student brain drain. This study addresses this gap through the following research questions:

**RQ1:** What are the future migration intentions of international distance education students studying at a South African institution?

**RQ2:** What factors impact upon international distance education students’ future migration intentions?

In doing so, we contribute to a growing understanding about the link between international education and future migration intentions, against the backdrop of concerns about the brain drain of skilled migrants. Given South Africa’s rising role as a regional hub for international students (Lee & Sehoole, 2015) and the limited research available from the perspective of South-South migration, we have also situated our research geographically within this context.

**Materials and methods**

**Setting and participants**

This research focuses on The University of South Africa (UNISA), which is the largest distance education provider in Africa. With around 380,000 students, UNISA’s mandate is to provide distance education whereby there is no requirement for students to be on campus. Examinations are
undertaken in exam centres across South Africa and in other 85 countries, reducing the need to travel. See Mittelmeier et al., (2019; 2021) for a detailed description of this instructional context.

This paper draws on the broader [name blinded for review] project, which explored the migration intentions and learning trajectories of international distance students studying with UNISA. International distance students were defined as those students who did not live in South Africa, but were registered at UNISA. This included both South African students living outside of their home country and non-South African citizens studying from their own country.

For our analysis, we have purposefully focused on nationalities where we had at least 100 respondents, leading to three cohorts: Namibian students living in Namibia (n = 139), Zimbabwean students living in Zimbabwe (n = 311), and South African students living outside of South Africa (n=157). This decision was primarily made to preserve the validity and reliability of the statistical measures used by providing a robust sample size, as numbers below 100 may compromise the statistical strength of place as a variable in our regression analyses. However, this approach also provided conceptual advantages by allowing us to observe the impact of geographical context and differences in cohort demographics (described in our finding section) on students’ future migration intentions. In doing so, our intention is not to develop complex understandings about these three individual contexts, but to reflect more generally on the role of place in framing and contextualising future migration intentions.

Questionnaire instrument

7,907 international students at UNISA were invited to participate in an online questionnaire (described in detail below), to which 939 students participated. This represents a reasonable response rate of 11.87% (Nulty, 2008) of UNISA’s international distance population. As previously noted, we removed from the dataset cohorts that were below 100 samples, which means 607 responses were included in our analysis.

Ethical approval for this study was obtained prior to data collection (HREC/XXXX-blinded). The questionnaire was distributed online, as is the main means of communication at UNISA, and contained approximately 45 questions about students’ future migration intentions, study experience, and demographics, as outlined next.

**Dependent variables: (Future) migration intentions**

Building on previous research (Alberts & Hazen, 2005), we asked 12 questions about participants’ future migration intentions after completing their programme, which are our core dependent
variables. To measure participants’ study migration intentions, we first asked four yes/no questions relating to their intention to continue to study (e.g., “After I finish my UNISA programme, I intend to study further in my home country”). We also asked the same sequence of questions in relation to future work intentions.

**Block 1: Educational adjustment variables**

To unpack students’ lived adjustment experiences, we included a validated instrument called Student Adaptation to College Questionnaire (SACQ). SACQ was developed by Baker and Siryk (1989) from Tinto’s (1975) original conceptualisation of measures of success in higher education. It has been widely used globally (Credé & Niehorster, 2012), including in South Africa (see, for example, Sommer & Dumont, 2011). Respondents indicated their adjustment on a 1 to 9 Likert response scale across four scales. The academic adjustment scale outlines students’ ability to cope with educational demands and satisfaction with the academic environment. The social adjustment scale describes how well students deal with interpersonal demands, such as making friends or working with peers. The emotional adjustment scale indicates the level of psychological distress experienced while adapting to academic studying. Finally, the attachment scale reflects the degree of commitment to the university and its institutional goals.

**Block 2: Education and work variables**

At this institution, degree progression is organised according to five sequential levels rather than academic years (as many distance learners study part time). The participants in our study were studying for undergraduate-level qualifications (bachelor’s degrees). Most participants studied business (29%), followed by law (27%), social science (21%), science (9%), nursing and health (4%), computing (4%), arts (3%), or other (1%). Participants also indicated the level at which they were studying: 34% were studying modules at a 1st level; 21% 2nd level; 32% 3rd level; and the remainder were taking 4th and 5th level modules. Finally, the vast majority of students studied part-time towards their degree (83%), and only 12% were studying full-time. Most participants were funding this through full-time (69%) or part-time (10%) work. Some students also had the full-time responsibility of looking after family (12%). Of our participants, 46% had acquired a university qualification prior to starting online learning at UNISA. Altogether, in review of the available institutional data about UNISA students, we believe this is a representative sample of students at this institution.

**Block 3: Socio-economic variables**
Given the sensitivities and potential stigmas of asking participants about their income and wealth (Elam & Fenton, 2003), we opted to collect a range of proxies for participants’ socioeconomic status, guided by development and education literatures. As access to technology was considered important for distance education in this context (Mittelmeier et al., 2019), we included 14 questions about participants’ access to various technologies and resources. Moreover, the ability to access quiet learning spaces, at UNISA, work, home and/or public spaces was investigated as this can have significant influence on successful study. Furthermore, in line with Lareau (1987) we asked whether the parent(s) of participants went to university, of which 35% of participants indicated that at least one parent did. Finally, we asked participants how many people they were financially responsible for and how many they shared their houses with. On average, participants were responsible for 2.90 members in their household (SD = 2.09) and shared a home with 3.10 people (SD = 1.80).

**Block 4: Demographics**

In terms of demographics, we asked for participants’ ages (M = 35.61, SD = 8.67) and gender (58% were women). Regarding age, we note that the majority of our participants were working professionals in their 30s or above, which is a common demographic for distance learners. With regards to race, most students were Black (n = 64%), followed by white (21%), Coloured (6%), and Indian or Asian (3%)\(^1\). Although there is a higher proportion of white students relative to the general population of Namibia, South Africa, and Zimbabwe, the sample was a reasonable representation of the student population at this institution.

**Analysis**

To compare the migration intentions of the three cohorts, we first looked at the internal structure of the questionnaire. Good internal reliability was shown for the four scales using Cronbach’s alphas for all 939 participants (personal-emotional adjustment, \(\alpha = .755\); social adjustment, \(\alpha = .827\); academic adjustment, \(\alpha = .718\); and attachment, \(\alpha = .823\)). A separate analysis of the three case countries equally indicated that the Cronbach alphas showed similar reliability. The SACQ questionnaire was then assessed using factor analysis, which portrayed good fit for all constructs.

---

\(^1\) These four racial categories are defined by the South African government and were asked in accordance with the post-1994 legislation and regulatory frameworks in the country.
Next, ANOVAs with partial eta squared were used to measure effect size, which are reported as either small (0.01), medium (0.09) or large (0.25). Bivariate analysis was conducted using Pearson’s $r$ to follow-up on the participants’ demographic analysis. Logistic regression analysis was then undertaken with each of the eight migration intention variables as dependent variables, including the four blocks of citizenship and geolocation, education, socio-economic status, and demographics as independent variables.

Results

Descriptive analysis of future migration intentions

RQ1 focused on the future migration intentions of students studying via internationalisation distance education. Figure 1 provides a descriptive overview across the 12 questions asked about future migration intentions, according to students’ home country. Amongst the 607 questionnaire participants, we identified a complex and contradictory picture of students’ future migration intentions. For example, 56% of Namibian participants aimed to work in Namibia after completing their degree, while 46% intended to study further by migrating to South Africa, which suggests overlap (i.e. students having intentions to both migrate and stay in their own country).

Our findings also illuminated subtle differences between the three countries. For example, Zimbabwean participants expressed greater intentions to study in South Africa (59%) or outside of Africa (17%), which was significantly more than those from Namibia (in South Africa: $T = 2.599$, $p<.01$; outside of Africa: $T=3.029$, $p<.01$). Similar findings were identified in relation to future work intentions, where significantly more Zimbabwean participants than Namibians indicated that they wished to work in the future in South Africa ($T = 4.605$, $p < .01$) or another African country ($T = 3.043$, $p < .01$). Zimbabwean participants were also less likely to express desires to work in their own country (43%, $T = 2.506$, $p < .01$). Conversely, there were relatively more South African and Namibian participants in comparison to those from Zimbabwe who were unsure about their future migration intentions after their studies ($F = 10.898$, $p < .01$, $\eta^2 = .035$).

We also considered future migration intentions of South African students who were already living abroad and studying distantly back to their home country. We found that South African students living outside of South Africa had fewer plans to continue studying in South Africa (26%) relative to Namibian and Zimbabwean students ($F = 24.684$, $p < .01$, $\eta^2 = .076$). South African students were also more inclined, relative to the other two cohorts of students, to want to (continue to) work in a country...
outside Africa ($F = 16.439, p < .01, \eta^2 = .052$) and less inclined to work in Africa. This outlines an interesting area for future to research - understanding the motivations of students who do not intend to return to their home country, but nonetheless wish to obtain an education from there at a distance.

Cohort characteristics across the three countries

Before addressing RQ2, which considered what factors impacted upon international distance students’ future migration intentions, we queried whether there were significant differences in cohort characteristics between the three countries. As indicated in Table 1a, international distance students in Zimbabwe seemed better academically and socially adjusted and had a stronger attachment to UNISA than their peers in Namibia and South Africa, all with a small to medium effect size. Namibian students reported similar academic and social adjustment scores as South Africans living abroad, but with the notable exception of a stronger attachment towards UNISA.

As indicated in Table 1b, Namibian students were more likely to have a previous university qualification relative to the other two cohorts (63%, $F = 10.882, p < .01, \eta^2 = .036$). We also found differences in the areas of specialisations for students’ study, with Zimbabwean participants more likely to study law (37%) or business (31%) and South African participants more likely to study social sciences or arts. Thus, one consideration for future research might be to explore the link between future professional roles and migration intentions. Finally, South African participants were also more likely to study full time (18%) relative to the other two cohorts, and were less likely to be in full-time work (66%).

In terms of socio-economic variables, as indicated in Table 1c, Zimbabweans had lower access to technology and fewer had at least one parent who went to university (29%). Zimbabweans were also more frequently responsible for supporting larger households. As such, one consideration might be whether future migration is reflected on by international distance students as providing more opportunities for social mobility. Nonetheless, in all three cohorts the vast majority of students had good to very good access to technologies and resources required for studying. This builds off of previous evidence from this project, which outlined that international distance students studying through UNISA typically possess a certain level of socioeconomic privilege.
Finally, Table 1d outlines the demographic differences between the three countries. Zimbabwean students were relatively older in comparison to the other two cohorts \( (F = 6.996, p < .01, \eta^2 = .023) \). South African participants were also more likely to be women \( (F = 4.350, p < .05, \eta^2 = .014) \) and white \( (F = 133.101, p < .01, \eta^2 = .307) \) compared to students in Zimbabwe or Namibia.

In other words, across the three cohorts there were substantial differences in terms of educational background, socioeconomic status, and demographic characteristics. Relative to the other two groups, one could argue that international distance students from South Africa represented a relatively more privileged cohort of middle class, white migrants with family histories in higher education. In contrast, most Namibian and Zimbabwean participants were non-mobile working professionals who were more likely to be first generation university students.

**Modelling future migration intentions**

With these descriptions in mind, we addressed RQ2 through eight regression models of the characteristics that may shape students’ future migration intentions. The models showed variations in intentions by destination (within Africa; outside Africa) and purpose (study; work), displaying a mixture of professional, social, and personal impacting factors. In all eight models, we opted to use the largest respective category as the benchmark. Overall, between 16% - 35% of the variance was explained for the eight future migration intentions, whereby we have highlighted significant effects in Table 2 and 3.

**Future study migration intentions**

Table 2 reports the four logistical regressions of future migration study intentions (Model 1-4). Model 1 explored the variables influencing participants’ future intentions to study further in their respective home countries. In contrast to our expectations, students’ academic and social adjustment did not significantly predict students’ intentions to continue to study in their home country. However, there were several factors that did seem to impact future migration intentions, including academic major (with those studying computer science more inclined to migrate for future study), country of origin (with South African students less inclined to study in their own country in the future), and race (with Black students more inclined to migrate for future study). Proxies for socio-economic status (including access to a quiet study space and educational histories of parents) also led to less interest
in future migration for study. This, again, suggests considerations for whether students might believe there is a link between future migration for study and increased opportunity.

Model 2 outlined the characteristics of those who indicated they would like to study in South Africa in the future (the location of UNISA). We found students with lower more emotional adjustment scores were slightly more inclined to wish to study in South Africa. One explanation for this could be that physical distance from the university is viewed as a barrier (as in our previous work: Mittelmeier et al., 2021). Students with a stronger attachment towards UNISA were also more interested in continuing their studies in South Africa. In terms of education and work, students studying law were less likely to want to continue to study in South Africa. Furthermore, as in Model 1, race was a significant factor, whereby white and Coloured students were less likely to wish to continue to study in South Africa compared to Black students. Furthermore, older learners and women were more inclined to state intent to study afterwards in South Africa.

Model 3 predicted the characteristics of those stating they would like to study further in another African country (beyond their own country or South Africa). Perhaps surprisingly, only two variables seemed to significantly predict Model 3, namely students studying at Level 4 and participants taking care of family at home. This could potentially be explained by the small response rate in this category, thereby making it difficult to fit an appropriate model. This is a potential area for further investigation.

Finally, in Model 4, four variables significantly predicted participants’ future intentions to study outside of Africa. In particular, students who were already slightly further in their study (in Level 2 or Level 4), younger participants, and women were more likely to express these intentions. This might reflect the flexibility of younger future migrants’ willingness to consider migration beyond Africa.

Future work migration intentions

Table 3 reports the four logistical regressions of future migration work intentions (Model 5-8). Model 5 explored the variables influencing participants’ future intention to work in their home countries, which outlines a range of significant variables. Participants who had a higher academic adjustment were more likely to want to work in their home country and, given the territorially-specific nature of law, it would seem logical that those who study law would want to practice in their own country. Furthermore, participants who had family commitments were more likely to want to work in
their home country. Namibian participants and those who had lived longer in their current country were also more likely to continue working there, relative to the benchmark of South Africans living abroad.

Model 6 indicated a range of factors impacting why some students prefer to work in South Africa after completing their degree at UNISA. Students with interest in working in South African were those with a strong attachment to UNISA, women, those with relatively high socio-economic standing (i.e., at least one parent went to university and those with access to a quiet working space at home), and those who had more people in their family for whom they were financially responsible. In contrast, Namibian participants were less likely to want to work in South Africa. Furthermore, those with a previous university education were less likely to opt for this migration intention.

In terms of working in another country in Africa, as indicated in Model 7, students based in Zimbabwe was the only significant predictive variable. None of the other factors seemed to significantly predict participants’ future migration intentions to work in another African country. This might indicate that Zimbabwean participants were more flexible in terms of their future migration intentions, either to work in Zimbabwe, South Africa, or somewhere else in Africa. It reflects the economic and political uncertainties in the country which means that Zimbabwean students were seeking to leave the country irrespective of destination (De Jager & Musuva, 2016).

Finally, several factors significantly predicted participants’ intentions to work outside of Africa (Model 8). Students with higher social adjustment scores were more inclined to work outside Africa, meaning those who were more connected to peers based around the world. Furthermore, students studying at level 2, 3 and/or level 5 were more inclined to select this future migration intention, indicating that those who were already further in their degree programme were more inclined to work outside Africa. Furthermore, in terms of socioeconomic factors, students with more access to resources (i.e. a quiet workspace) were more inclined to select this work intention. Finally, younger participants were more inclined to indicate that they intended to work abroad. In other words, more privileged and younger participants who had already completed a substantial part of their study were interested in working outside of Africa.

Overall, our findings indicated that a myriad of personal and demographic factors seemed to influence the future migration intentions of Namibian, South African, and Zimbabwean students in
their future work or study in their home country, (South) Africa, or elsewhere. In particular, there were notable differences between the three cohorts, which we will unpack next in the discussion.

**Discussion**

In recent years, there has been growing scholarly attention on students’ migration intentions (e.g. Chort, 2014; Crush et al., 2016; Williams et al., 2018). This research builds on this foundation by developing our understanding of this phenomenon in the case of international distance education, a topic which thus far has remained absent from the literature despite significant growth in distance education provisions and student numbers (Escher et al., 2014). We have shown the extent to which distance education influences or disrupts students’ migration intentions, which provides a significant contribution in light of growing distance learning provisions in a post-COVID world.

For RQ1, we have outlined international distance students’ complex future migration intentions, which showed substantial differences depending on their country of origin and migration histories. For example, the majority of Zimbabwean participants wanted to study and/or work in South Africa or outside of Africa, which was significantly more than Namibian or South African students. This intention to migrate could perhaps be explained by the ongoing political and economic crisis in Zimbabwe (De Jager & Musuva, 2016). This finding seems to further suggest the important role of place: students’ future migration intentions go beyond their role as merely students and are impacted by the context in which they currently live. This brings up a number of questions for future research to reflect on context-specific factors that influence international distance students in different countries through analysing the external (political, societal, social, familial, etc.) factors that influence their potential envisioned migrations.

Our findings also identified an interesting cohort worthy of further study: that of South African migrants living outside of South Africa, who did not intend to move back but nonetheless sought a distance education from their home country. This perhaps builds on notions of internationalisation at a distance (Mittelmeier et al., 2021) through considerations for how distance education might provide pathways for ‘internationalisation back home’. One consideration might be that studying in a new context requires stepping outside of one’s ‘comfort zone’, as indicated in research on international students in face-to-face contexts (Prazeres, 2017). However, this remains a significant question for future research: Why would international distance education students choose to study from their country of origin rather than their country of residence?
RQ2 explored the underlying factors that influence migration intentions, in line with Alberts and Hazen (2005). An interesting difference between the three cohorts was the relation between migration intentions and the subject the participants were studying. Law students, for example, showed limited intention to migrate, perhaps because law is often country-specific. However, the common history of British colonialism and South African rule over Namibia meant that there were also enough commonalities for international distance learning for law to remain relevant, again speaking to contextual influences over migration intentions. There were also differences between countries in the subjects studied, with Namibian and Zimbabwean participants more prevalently studying business and South African more widely studying the social sciences. The value of international business education for careers has been noted globally (Mintzberg, 2004), but the role of regional hubs in providing this education is a particularly notable finding. This could also point to a more focused interest on business skills in the Global South for career progression, while South African international migrants were already mobile and perhaps more willing to follow degrees less directly associated with a specific, ‘lucrative’ career.

Based on prior research (Akl et al., 2008; King & Sondhi, 2018; Lu et al., 2009), we expected that there would be strong differences between students based on socioeconomic variables. However, we found that only a few variables could predict students’ future migration intentions, namely that students who had access to a quiet working space and had a parent who went to university were less likely to desire future mobility. As these two variables are proxies for a more privileged socioeconomic status, one argument could be that the drive for future migration is more strongly influenced by ‘push’ factors rather than ‘pull’ factors (Nguyen et al., 2008). For instance, those with fewer current resources may idealistically view mobility as a means for obtaining future resources. This would help explain the greater future mobility intentions of students from Namibia and Zimbabwe, as they did not already have lived migration experiences compared to the South Africans already living internationally. However, this is an area deserving of follow-up qualitative research to more fully understand the connection between socioeconomic status and migration intention in distance learning contexts.

Linking back to brain drain, it seems possible that international distance education can have both positive and negative influences on future migration intentions, depending on students’ personal, professional, and social factors. For most groups of Zimbabwean and Namibian learners in our study, the opportunity to study a specific disciplinary degree at a distance provided opportunities to develop human and social capital, while at the same time allowing them to continue working in
their own country. In other words, for many students, international distance education provided a platform for capacity building and development while remaining at home and in their chosen profession. Yet, a significant number of international distance learners in our study still intended to move abroad for ongoing study or work in the future, meaning international distance education is not viewed by students as wholly a means to ‘stay home’. Future research can build on this by determining whether such intentions are idealised or actualised, but our findings contribute that the intention remains clear: many international distance education students in Africa still hope to be internationally mobile in the future.

Limitations

We recognise the main limitation of our study is the use of self-reported data, as participants might not accurately predict their future migration behaviours. However, our work builds on previous literature, which acknowledges the value in understanding and unpacking students’ future migration intentions not as a behavioural prediction, but as an insight into students’ realised future possibilities (Chort, 2014). In terms of our framing through the lens of brain drain, our work has provided a foundation for understanding the extent to which distance education provides a realised opportunity for future skilled migration. Future research can build on this through measuring longitudinal data of post-study migration for international distance learners or through investigations of lived experiences using qualitative data collection, such as interviews or critical event recalls. We also were unable to go into great depth about the contextual factors that impacted on experiences in each individual country or context, which is a suggestion for future research to build on this work.

Another limitation of our study is the repeated use of logistic regressions for the eight migration intentions. As cluster analyses (not illustrated) indicated no clear or common patterns in participants’ migration intentions, this meant that we could not just focus on a single domain (i.e. study OR work intentions). As evidenced by the complex narratives and significant differences across the eight models, participants seemed to make informed decisions whether or not to stay in their local community or to migrate, which were related to their personal, professional and social factors.

Conclusion

The global demand for skills has influenced the rapid rise in international student migration, particularly for students from the Global South. In recent years, concerns have been raised that international student migration contributes to the phenomenon of brain drain through their recruitment to common host countries in the Global North. Yet, international distance education represents a potentially disruptive shift to recent trends by providing opportunities to receive an
international education while remaining ‘at home’. We believe our findings are the first to evaluate the link between international distance education and students’ future migration intentions, contributing a foundational understanding to the complex relationship between distance education and brain drain. While distance education provides an impetus for some international students to remain at home, there are other cohorts who may envision such provisions as a potential future opportunity to go.
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